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STRESS RELIEF
Alexis Trumble
Contributor

The Seneca Treehouse Project aims to help students understand how to live in an independent community.

Charlotte Long
Contributor

+

Right in the backyard of
the Clemson community is
the Seneca Treehouse Project,
a sustainable living venture
with a host of resources and
services accessible by Clemson
students seeking to live greener.
Scott Bunn, founder
of the Seneca Treehouse
Project, believes that "Living
sustainably is the way of
the future." This ideal
embodies the culture of
environmental responsibility
among those contriburing
to the project, which is
geared
toward
teaching
community-members to live
ethically and responsibly. The
Treehouse aims to develop a
sustainable community that
also functions as a learning
center, opening up a dialogue
between visitors and staff
about new environmental
projects
to
implement
in
their
communities.
Developed in response
to the increasing needs of
the local community after

LIVING

the 2008 market crash, the
the Treehouse's alternative
they also extend services to
Treehouse has developed
energy
production,
in
organizations outside of the
into both an environmental
conjunction with
energy
project, such as "Yards to
conservation,
can
result
Gardens" lawn management,
project and a learning center,
"Construction and Metal
where visitors can learn
in zero energy costs. The
how to "use the space you
journey to reaching their
Fabrication,"
workshops
already have" sustainably
goal may take time, but
and a bed and breakfast.
reduce food
costs
they plan to give monthly
and
Every
Friday,
the
and environmental waste,
updates to their supporters
Treehouse throws Treehouse
via video documents, which
according to their website.
Tools and Techniques events,
can be found on their
The Treehouse is primarily
and also plans to host visitors
supported
by
business
website. They are working
coming in town for the
and individual donations
with supporters, such as
Clemson vs. Florida State
from the local community.
game at the bed and breakfast.
Dead Horse Productions and
A contributor to the
Convolution Films, to also
Upcoming events include
Treehouse, Chelsea Bunn,
produce a final documentary.
an Intro To Lumber Milling
explained plans to turn
While those contributing
class on Oct. 30, a Halloween
purchased land into a half-acre
to the Treehouse strive to reach
Party on Oct. 31 and a Green
permaculture plot, which will
the personal goal ofthe project,
Roof Workshop on Nov. 13.
allow the project to grow its
·own food/ produce medi:cine, ~ ·- ·
harvest rainwater and provide
three alternative methods
of
low-impact
housing.
One of Clemson's own
farming managers, Shawn
Jadrnicek, is a good friend
of the Treehouse and is the
lead permaculture designer
leading this new plan.
These new additions
are needed to help reach a
~
particular energy goal, where
The gardens provide food for the community.

Some may be alarmed
at the sight of college
students
chasing
each
other with NERF blasters,
marshmallow launchers or
balled-up socks. The same
people might be confused
at the ·terminology "safe
zones," "tagging humans" or
"stunning zombies." Some
may shy away from the
frantic activity occurring
across campus this week
but not Clemson's
Urban
Ga.ming
Club.
The Urban Gaming Club
(UGC), founded in 2013,
aims to "provide organized
urban gaming activities
Clemson
University
to
students, providing students
with an opportunity to
meet new people, build
camaraderie · and
enjoy
themselves," according to
the UGC's University Clubs
and Organizations webpage.
The club's development
from 2013 to 2015 has
resulted in an organized
group
through
which
Clemson
students
can
participate in urban gaming
across campus and the
surrounding areas. "In 2013,
when I was a freshman, the
following wa~- small .due ..to
its start up that same year,
bur by 2014, there were
greater numbers of people
coming to their events.
By 2015, the structural
organization of the club
had been established, and
there were more events such
as Capture rhe Flag," said
Arsalan Kouser, a junior
biological sciences major.
"We usually do all
sorts of events like Capture
the Flag and Ultimate
Frisbee, but Humans vs.
Zombies is supposed to be
a bigger event that happens
once
a
year/ semester,
similar to Assassins," said
club president Cameron
senior
in
Dickins,
a
electrical
engineering.
The
club's
current
campus-wide Humans vs.
Zombies game may be a
foreign concept to some.
Running from 8 a.m. on Oct.
25 through 6 p.m. on Oct.
31, the Humans vs. Zombies
game is a fast-paced, high
energy battle between the

"undead" and the "living."
Although the rules are
UGC
member
lengthy,
Colin Carnell, a sophomore
history major, explained
a
condensed
version.
"The point of the game
is for the zombies to kill all
of the humans by tagging
them. Once tagged, a
human player then becomes
a zombie and helps tag
other humans. To protect
themselves,
the humans
are allowed Nerf blasters,
marshmallow shooters and
balled-up socks. If a zombie
player is hit with a dart,
marshmallow or sock-ball,
they are out of the game for
15 minures. Both zombies
and humans will be wearing
bandanas all week to mark
not only that they are a
part of the game, but also
to show what team they are
on. If the bandana is around
the head or neck then rhis
player is a zombie, but if
the bandana is around an
arm, leg or even hand, then
this player is still a human."
There are various "safe
zones " an d "no-p1ay zones "
around
campus,
where
game activity is temporarily ·
suspended or prohibited
outright for various reasons,
typically
involving
the
safetY, ~ 9f_ nol).:par_ticipating
students. These areas include
classrooms,
bathrooms,
religious activity centers, etc.
The
Humans
vs.
Zombies game is open to all
students, not just those in
the UGC. "To take part in
UGC events one needs only
to show up. No registration
is required, though if you
wish to keep up with what
events are going on and
when then getting added
to the UGC email list is
the best way to learn about
events," explained Carnell.
Besides the physical
benefits that come with
running
or
otherwise
traversing campus, there are
social benefits to engaging
in games such as Humans
vs. Zombies at Clemson.
"I've definitely found
a new bond with my
group of friends because
of the game's challenge,
and it helps bring us
closer together,"
Kouser
said of his involvement
with
the
UGC.

RULES FOR HUMANS VS. ZOMBIES
CAN BE FOUND AT

HTTP://BIT.LV/ 1KCNBF 1

Last year's party-goers assembled for a group photo to show off their creative costumes.

CLEMSON'S OWN COMIC CON
Matthew Stapleton
News Editor

The Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship will be hostingi
its fourth annual Chi Alpha
Con this Oct. 31 as part of a
Halloween celebration. This
year's convention is located in
the Hendrix Student Center
ballrooms, lasting from 7
p.m. until 11 p.m. Included
in the general festivities for
the night are a foam weapon
fighting competition, a Smash
Bros. tournament, a costume
contest and photo booth. The
convention is free to all attendees

r

who

wish to participate.
"The planning process for
this con has been going on,
officially, since the end of the
summer, so about August,"
said David Broughton, a junior
chemistry major and one ofthe
main organizers of Chi Alpha
Con. "That's when we got
the committee together along
with our pastor, and really
started planning the events."
According to Broughton,
from 2012 to 2013 the con
was held off-campus, which
reportedly led to a low turnout
compared · to last year's event
held in the Student Union. "It
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was a little awkward holding it
in such a small space, so we're
excited to get to host an event in
a larger location this year," said
Broughton. He also expects the
number of attendees to increase
due to the change in venue.
''I've never gone to Chi
Alpha Con before," said Chao
Booth, a junior psychology
major, "but I'm really looking
forward to it! It'll be nice
to go to a convention that's
more on a smaller scale than
others I've gone to with all
my friends at Clemson."
Also included among the
events of the night is a Movie

(i

Trivia event, which Broughton
himself has been organizing.
Vendors, local artists and a local
comic book store will also be
in attendance ro participate in
the activities as well as display
and sell their own wares.
"I feel like students will
be able to relate to my work
because I typically draw or
paint subjects from video
games or my favorite anime
shows," said Ginger Martin,
a local artist and one of the
vendors at Chi Alpha Con
this year. "Ir's hard to find
artwork like that and hopefully
it brings them the same

please reryc/,e THE TIGER
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nostalgia that does it for me."
In addition to falling
on Halloween, the cosplay
contest offers attendees an
incentive to dress as their
favorite characters :&om all
sorts of different mediums by
providing a prize to the winner,
as chosen by a panel there.
According to images on the
previous
year's
Facebook
page, attendees have gone
as characters such as a Fruit
Ninja and Anna from "Frozen."
"Chi Alpha Con is a
wonderful experience where
the costumes don't just adhere
to the traditional Halloween

First Copy Free
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standards and shows just
how creative the attendees
can be in their costumes,"
said junior computer science
major Grayson Bonds. "I
am most excited for the
different
costumes
that
people have made. Yes, made!
It's interesting to see what
people make rather than buy.
Thisyear,asismytradition,Iam
going to be The Mad Hatter."
Those interested in the
event can visit the website at
http://chiAlphacon.weebly.
com/.
Additionally,
the
organizers can be reached at
ChiAlphaCon@gmail.com.
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MIDWEEK MUSIC: STEEL DRUM PERFORMANCE
Daniel Kennedy

Copy Editor
The Midweek Music
Series has been bringing
students different musical
performances for the past
I 4 years. A great diversity of
groups and musicians can
be found, as individuals are
drawn from faculty (music
department as well as others),
other library employees and
students from either Clemson
itself or the surrounding areas.
These performances always
take place on the fourth
floor of Cooper Library from
12:30 p.m. to I p.m., one
Wednesday of each month.
On Oct. 28, Cooper
Library hosted Clemson's
Steel Band for the I3th year
in a row. The band consists
of 18 different members and
is directed by Dr. Paul Buyer,
director of percussion, director

ofmusic and professor ofmusic
here at Clemson. They perform
a variety of different musical
styles including calypso, soca,
pop, classical and Latin. In the
past they've played popular
music by Van Morrison and
Death Cab for Cutie.
Speaking
about
the
performances, C. Camille
Cooper, a Cooper Library
employee and the coordinator
of Midweek Music, explained
her reasoning behind starting
the series and why she believes
other libraries should do the
same: ''Any library with the
right space and people can start
and sustain such a performance
series.
Virtually
every
community has musicians
anxious to perform, be they
K-12 students, college students
or non-students. Libraries
have always been cultural
centers; as music is a part of
everyone's culture, it has a

place in libraries. People expect
more of their libraries these
days, and hearing music in the
library definitely gives people
more than they expected.
My experience has been that
on the whole, the surprise
is a pleasant one for them."
Freshman
general
engineering major Matthew
Borland praised the library for
hosting such a series, citing the
therapeutic effect of music. "As
a student at Clemson, there is
constant pressure to do well,
and music is a great way to
take a break from the heavy
workload. The Midweek
Music series is a great idea,
because it allows students to
take a break from studying."
While some might be
concerned about the possibility
of the noise distracting
students who are hard at
work, the design of Cooper
Library actually prevents this

from happening. Because the
upper levels of the library are
designated as group study areas,
there is already the expectation
chat people will be talking sometimes loudly. Students
seeking a more peaceful space
can take advantage of the
quiet wnes below ground.
In
March,
Cooper
Library observes "Midweek
Music Madness," when they
host a different musical
performance every week,
except during spring break,
in celebration of March
Madness. April usually sees
the library playing host to a
jazz group in honor of Jazz
Appreciation Month. Some
people might assume these
performances are done for
free, but this is not the case.
Generous donations have
enabled the library to pay
their performers a small
stipend for each concert.

+

The Clemson Institute for the Study of Capitalism
presents the Fall 2015 John W. Pope Lecture
Pulitzer Prize Laureate George F. Will
"America's Great Debate: James Madison vs. Woodrow Wilson"

THUR DAY, NOV. 5, AT 4:30 P.M.
TILLMAN HALL AUDITORIUM
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
RSVP at george-wi/1.eventbrite.com
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PAUL RYAN TAKES THE HOUSE:
WHY WE SHOULD CARE

Amanda Hoefer
Social Media Editor
Paul Rran will take over John
Boehner's duty as Speaker of the House
ofRepresentatives after the latter formally
resigns on Friday. Boehner announced his
resignation over a month ago (apparently
after meeting Pope Francis on the Pontifs
rrip to the nation's capital) with no heir
apparent in sight -- chat is, until Ryan
officially stepped up last week. Ryan,
who you might remember as Mitt
Romney's running mate in 2012, is one
of WJSCOnsin's longtime Republican
representatives and is relatively popular in

the Republican party's more conservative
Hanks. If you're not a policy geek like
myself, Ryan's takeover and its implications
are probably as important and interesting
to you as the cell energy cycle section of
your intro biology class; however, unlike
the Krebs cycle, chis changing ofthe guard
is actually extremely relevant to our day
to day life. Here's a quick primer on what
exactly is going down here, and what it
means for you and me.
1. So, what exactly is the Speaker
of the House? The Speaker of the House
is a member of the majority party
who is elected by the entire House of
Representatives to be their fearless leader.
The Speaker is also third in line to succeed
the President, right behind the Vice
President. So, needless to say, being the
Speaker ofthe House is kind ofa big deal.
2. Boehner's Sacrifice: Boehner
announced his impending resignation in
late September after Pope Francis's speech
to both houses of the legislature, the
House of Representatives and the Senate.
Boehner began his duties in 2011 and has
guided the House through budget crises,
ugly hearings and government shutdowns.
The Speaker is not only his or her party's
top ranking member of the House, but
also the person in charge of keeping
the legislative body running smoochly

by being willing to compromise. The
Tea Party candidates eleaed en masse
in 2010 have derided Boehner for chis
willingness to sacrifice parts of their
uber Conservative agenda in situations
like the 2013 government shutdown. It
looked like the U.S. Government might
be heading for a similar situation chis
full, as rightwing Republicans demanded
the defunding of Planned Parenthood
in the wake of a series of heavily edited
videos chat featured Planned Parenthood
doctors and staff speaking very casually
about fetal tissue donation in order to
pass a bill approving the government's
budget and thus funding its operations.
Boehner appears to have removed himself
from what could be impossible pressure
from House Republicans to force another
such shutdown.
3. Will it be any easier for Paul
Ryan? Paul Ryan will inherit a similar
contentious situation as Speaker of
the House, where he will be forced to
appease the more extreme elements of
his party while also making sure that
the House actually gets things done by
compromising, instead of sticking to a
very hard Conservative line. Ryan, who
was by all accounts very apprehensive
to take on the position, comes in as a
rising star in the party and has significant

support among the Tea Partiers who have
derided Boehner for not sticking with his
guns in legislative battle. Only time will tell
ifRran will have more cooperation from his
party than Boehner did, but it will certainly
be interesting to watch him navigate these
rricky waters.
4. Why should we care about chis
stuff anyway? Boehner's resignation, which
was only the fifth Speaker resignation
in Congress's 226 year history, signaled
that the man eleaed to be his party's
leader before the Tea Party era could no
longer hold step with chis new facet of the
Republican party and chat he doesn't see
their inability to compromise as temporary.
This is important because it means that
Congress has had a hard time actually
gerting things done for a while now, and
that there seems to be no end in sight. It also
shows that the divide between the old guard
ofRepublicans (like Boehner and McCain),
and the principled and uncompromising
Tea Party is becoming too wide to straddle.
You should care because this resignation
and election make it seem like House
members learning to cross the aisle might
be impossible ifthere are significant factions
within the individual parties, and chis
might make it even harder for the men
and women of the House to actually get
things done.
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Savannah N. Miller
Senior StajfWriter
Remember the long hours of
standardized test prep you endured in
elementary, middle and high school?
The preparation for these "very
important mental exercises" was almost
worse than taking the actual exams,
which consisted of riddling pointless
analogies, solving endless probabilities
and writing timed essays on topics like,
"What was your greatest challenge in
life and how did you overcome it?" We
were advised to get as much sleep as we
could the night before and to eat a big
breakfast the morning of the exams,
because it was important to do our very
best. "Why is it important?" we asked.
"It just is. No more questions," we
were told.
The Obama administration is
now calling for a national limit on
standardized testing in schools. If
passed by Congress, schools are not to
spend more than 2 percent of yearly
class time taking these tests. This is
being done in an effort to "reduce over
testing," as the Obama administration
puts it.
There are many in favor of this
proposed testing cap, but others are
not so keen on the idea, believing it
to be too risky; there is a possibility
of eliminating productive exams and
losing statistics on learning progression
with this plan.
But what do the results of this
excessive testing even mean? Can one
really gauge how well the students are

+

Assistant Photo Editor
AsHLEY STOUT

Assistant Photo Editor

learning material and understanding
new
concepts
from
crunching
numbers? Standardized testing is
supposed to be a way for schools
to review teachers' effectiveness
and homogenize curriculum across
class year.
That makes sense, and it can be
achieved in just one exam per yea r.

Why do we need national exams, state
exams, county exams and school
specific exams to give us this feedback?
If standardized testing is absolutely
necessary, we should put all our efforts
into one test.
What if students in middle and
high school spent class time preparing
for either the SAT or the ACT, exams
they will eventually have to take
anyway for admission into college?
Money that is spent on materials
for excessive testing and instruction
could then fund the entry fees for
these exams. It would give families
a break, and schools wouldn't have
to compensate for a large budget
for testing materials. The extra
money could go towards funding art
programs, nutritious lunches, athletic
departments or teachers' salaries.
Cutting testing time down to 2
percent is a stare, but I don't believe it
should be the end goal for standardized
testing. Students' class time should
be spent learning topics that build
on each other year after year, not for
learning how to do well on one specific
exam. Let's slow down national
testing so we can speed up students'
academic progress.

U.S. standardized testing stats:
Students take as many as
assess111ents annually.

20 standardized

On average, 10 standardized tests are
taken in grades three to eight.

Testing tune for 11th graders 111akes up, on
average, 15 percent of the school year.

Source: www.PBS.org
lnfographic by: Emily Gabriel
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Students take an average of 113
standardized tests between pre-k and
12th grade.
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BAD BLOOD OVER SYRIA
Mark Hinds

concentrating . their efforts on what is
most important to them: keeping Assad
Contributor
in power. Russia feels Syria, and its current
Syria. Ever heard of it?
government under Assad, is its only ally in
Putin and Obama definitely have.
the Middle East. To me, this all seems like
This Middle Eastern nation is Cold Wat deja vu. We are supporting the
currently falling apart due to the brutality rebels, just like Charlie Wilson convinced
of a civil war that has been raging since us to do in Afghanistan, and Russia is
early 2011. ISIS has also established a supporting the standing government.
presence there, complicating matters.
Hindsight is 20/20.
Assad, the Syrian president, is not
This does not have to be the
someone people want to keep around Cold War round two, though. This
including us (USA). Allow me to rephrase is a classic case of two world powers
that last sentence: Most of us want him having different interests for the same
out. Not only does the U.S. want to oust region of the world. But if we oust
Assad, we want to rid the country of Assad, what happens then? Who takes
ISIS - who doesn't. The U.S. has been over next?
supporting the "moderate rebels" that
Quite possibly someone even crazier.
want to overthrow Assad with airstrikes That is my fear - that we have backed
and other forms of military aid, but these rebels, given them guns, money
Obama has sworn that no U.S. boots will and so forth and all without knowing
be on the ground in Syria, limiting our their true intentions. They could quite
military support.
possibly be even more brutal than Assad
Enter The Big Bad Putin.
himsel£ We saw this plainly during
As of late, Russia has had an the Cold War, when U.S. actions in
increasing presence in Syria because Afghanistan led to the creation of the
Putin and his comrades hate ISIS just as Taliban, and who is to say it won't
much as we do. That is one (and maybe happen again? Why do we always have
the only) issue that the U.S. and Russia to do everything? I heard one of the
can agree on. Putin fears that Russian presidential candidates recently say that
members of ISIS, or the Islamic State of we are becoming the police force of the
Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), will return world, and it's true. But it doesn't have
home and attempt to conduct terror to be. If Russia wants to fight ISIS, why
attacks on Russian soil. To prevent this, should we stop them?
Russia has been conducting air strikes
I don't think we should be so quick
in Syria.
to ignore what good Russia's military
But here's the thing: they have been forces could do. So far we have been
targeting areas and strongholds belonging the only ones really doing anything
to the rebels that are trying to overthrow about ISIS, and although the U.S. and
Assad. These are the same rebels to Russia may have differing opinions
whom we have been providing support. on who should control Syria (among
They really have not been targeting ISIS other things), there is one thing
outposts. It is becoming more and more we all can agree on: no one
apparent that Russia wants Assad and his wants to see ISIS in power. And I
gang to stay put.
believe we can work with Russia to
I do not believe that Russia wants oust them from Syria. The Russian
ISIS in Syria. Rather, they have just been military can kick ass, too.
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Mike Williams (7) runs after catching a pass from quarterback Deshaun Watson against NC State in Death Valley in 2014. The Tigers play the Wolfpack in Raleigh this Saturday.

Matthew Bridges
Contributor
Last weekend, Clemson
soundly won their matchup
against Miami, a game
many expected to be very
close. In the 58-0 victory,
the Tigers racked up an
astounding 416 yards on the
ground and dominated the
Hurricanes in -;;very facet of
the game.
Clemson will look to
extend its perfect start to
the season when they travel
to Raleigh on Saturday to
take on the Wolfpack of

NC State.
NC
State
comes
into this game with a 5-2
record.
After
winning
their first four games, they
have dropped two of their
last three . However, they
are hoping to carry some
momentum from their last
game, a 35-17 victory over
Wake Forest, into the game
on Saturday. NC State head
football coach Dave Doeren
mentioned in his weekly press
conference
that
the
Tigers "present a lot of
challenges, but it's a great
opportunity
and
we're

excited about it."
Clemson has provided
a much more polished
storyline so far. With a 7-0
record and a No. 3 national
ranking, the Tigers will be
held to very high standards
against every opponent they
face. When discussing the
opposition for this weekend,
Dabo Swinney stated, "You
have to play them smart,
you have to play them
hard, and you have to play
them with confidence."
The
Wolfpack
has
several playmakers who could
potentially make a huge

impact against Clemson's
stout defense.
Matthew
Dayes, the NC State running
back, has been a man on a
mission this year as he has
rumbled for 12 touchdowns
and has an average of 113.3
yards per game.
In his last game at Wake
Forest, he ran for 205 yards
and two touchdowns, so he
will surely look to keep the
legs churning this Saturday.
Jacoby Brissett, the NC
State quarterback, has also
had a superb season. He has
thrown 10 touchdowns and
averages 190.3 yards per

game through the air.
Like
NC
State,
Clemson possesses many
offensive threats. Deshaun
Watson is having a great
season through seven games.
He has lead the Tigers to
an undefeated record, while
passing for 15 touchdowns
and averaging 221.9 yards
per game through the air.
Also, it is about time that
Clemson's whole offensive
line receives some much deserved credit. Coming
into the season questioned
and doubted, this unit has
exceeded expectations and

is one of the main reasons
Clemson has had such a
balanced offense .
When talking about
playing in Raleigh, senior
offensive guard Eric Mac
Lain stated, "It's a great
environment to play in so
we're really looking forward
to it." Every Clemson fan
should be looking forward to
it as well as the Tigers have
a great chance to continue
this amazing season. Be
sure to tune into ABC at
3:30 p.m. this Saturday
to see Clemson take on
NC State.

-+

AHOME AWAY FROM HOME
A look at the 2015-2016 basketball season
Cole Little
Columnist

(864) 332-4310, #1
LIMING o,,ic1:
1103-1 TIGIR Boul.EVARD

Ct,_,.., SC 29831

If the Clemson Tigers men's
basketball team suffers a bad
defeat on the road this season,
the players will not be able to
channel their inner Dorothy
and exclaim, "There's no place
like home!" Sadly, Littlejohn
Coliseum is under renovation
and will not be available for
hosting events until the 20152016 college basketball season
is in the books. Bon Secours
Wellness Arena in Greenville will
serve as basecamp for the Tigers
this season - a season with
much importance attached to it.
It is no secret, the 16-15
team of last year was far from
meeting Clemson's expectations,
but an older, deeper team
should clear that fairly low bar
this year. Starting guards Rod
Hall and Damarcus Harrison
graduated, but key players Jaron
Blossomgame, Landry N noko
and Jordan Roper return,
along with Clemson's most
talented player, sophomore
Donte Grantham.
Head Coach Brad Brownell
has been plagued by untimely
transfers over the course of his
five seasons in Tiger Town, but
an about-face has occurred in
the past year, as several transfers
have joined Clemson's roster.
However, the most significant
transfer, Marcquise Reed from
Robert Morris, will be forced to
sit out this season due to NCAA
transfer rules.
The
Tigers
have

consistently boasted one of
the best defenses in the nation
under Brownell, but offensive
woes cost them a berth in a
postseason tournament last year.
Following the promising run
by Clemson in the 2014 NIT,
last year was a harsh blow to the
Tiger Faithful, but, given that
star youngsters Grantham and
Gabe DeVoe now have a year
under their belts, the offense
should be much improved this
season. Scoring was difficult
to come by last season, and
offensive inconsistency was a
constant hindrance.
Those issues were caused
partly by Clemson's youth and
partly caused by an offensive
transition or, rather, an offensive
development. Ever since players
left over from Oliver Purnell's
recrwtmg classes graduated,
Brownell has struggled to find
a successful balance between
offensive firepower and defensive
resiliency, but, this season, that
equilibrium should finally be in
place. Expect a fut-paced offense
centered upon the diverse skillsets
of Blossomgame, Grantham
and Roper.
Also, while it seems like
Nnoko has been at Clemson for
a decade, he is finally a senior
and is fully capable of holding
his own under the basket
while simultaneously keeping
the defensive fortitude, which
Brownell's platform at Clemson
has been constructed upon, alive.
This year's freshman class does
not hold a candle to last year's,
though, but freshman guard Ty

Hudson appears to be a diamond
in the rough.
Brownell has done an
excellent job since taking over
at Clemson, following the
surprise exit by Purnell in 2010,
but critics have scrutinized
Brownell lefi: and right due to
his sparse postseason pedigree
with the Tigers. The ACC was
phenomenal last season, but
a large number of key players
fi:om great teams leaving for the
NBA makes the ACC far less
formidable this year.
That being said, Clemson
should expect to be in the NCAA
Tournament discussion from
start to finish, and, considering
all of the parity the Big Dance

has presented in recent years,
simply getting into it offers
much promise. Therefore, a
tournament berth should be the
Tigers' ultimate goal between
now and March. Clemson will
be at a disadvantage from the
very beginning this season due to
the "home" stadium adjustment,
but
expect
consistent
improvement up until Selection
Sunday, when the Tigers will
likely be waiting with bated
breath for news oftheir inclusion.
The college basketball
season will be long and
difficult,
but
this
year,
Clemson funs should expect
success along the way from
theTigers.

Landry Nnoko (35) scores against NC State at home in 2014.
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Elaine Day
Contributor for The Tiger

Interview by Elaine Day / / Contributor
In anticipation of this weekend's matchup with NC State, The Tiger went behind enemy bylines
to talk to the assistant sports editor of NC State's student newspaper, The Technician, to get an
opponent's view on the game.

Technician

TIBER SPORTS: What

THE TIGER

SPORTS

is the

overall feeling amongst rans
about NC State's performance
so far this season?

DANIEL LACY: NC

State had
a very easy non-conference
schedule to start its season
off. This led to unrealistic
expectations by the fan base,
including some thoughts that
it could compete with Clemson
for a playoff spot. Obviously,
there was a lot of pessimism
when the Wolfpack lost its
first two games to mediocre
ACC opponents, Louisville
and Virginia Tech. With the
huge win over Wake Forest a
few days ago, there is a growing
confidence in the team, but not
a whole lot of it.

TS: How

has the team
rebounded from the dismissal
ofShadrachThornton?

DL: At first, the team responded
very poorly to Thornton's
dismissal. He was dismissed the
week ofthe Louisville game and
participated in two of the three
practices before that game.
Without him, the Pack rushed
for just 45 yards as a team after
rushing for 330 yards the week
before.
Junior Matt Dayes, who
has started in place of him this
season, was held to under 70
yards in each of the first two
conference games after rushing
for over 100 in each of his first
four games.
The team played much
better against Wake Forest,

scoring four touchdowns of
over 50 yards in the first quarter
alone. Dayes rushed for 205
yards and two touchdowns,
averaging 12.8 yards per carry.
That being said, if the offense
repeats its strong performance
against Clemson, it will have
proved that it has moved on
from losing Thornton.

history and the 12.8 yards per
carry is the second-best in a
game in school history.
He thrives in space, as he
is quick and elusive but can also
pound it in between the tackles.
When he is not involved in
the game, the whole offense
typically struggles.

Samuels: While he struggled

TS: What is NC State's biggest
key to a victory on Saturday?

DL: NC State will

have to stay
true to its identity if it wants
to pull off a huge upset over
Clemson. It is a run-first team.
Having success on the ground
will open up opportunities
through the air.
Its passing attack isn't
good enough to thrive in a one
dimensional offense.
The big plays Saturday
were opened up by the
formidable running attack and
quarterback Jacoby Brissett's
ability to escape pressure
from the opposing defense.
Clemson's offense will put up
a lot of points, and NC State
will have to find a way to
keep up with it in the small
chance it wins.

TS: Who arc some key players

that Clemson rans should
know about going into
Saturday's matchup?

DL:

Offense: RB Matt Dayes

and FB Jaylen Samuels
Defense: DT B.J. Hill,
DE Mike Rose and DE
Darian Roseboro

Dayes: Like I said previously,
he had a huge game against
Wake Forest. The 205 yards
are the fifrh-best in NC State

against Wake, he is a very
talented player who did
damage in all the other games
this season.
He is the true definition
of an offensive juggernaut, as
he can line up at running back,
fullback, tight end and wide
receiver, and plays each position
well. He can be a matchup
nightmare for any opponent.

Hill: The defensive line is
the strength of the defense,
perhaps the whole team, and
it starts with Hill. He is a big,
physical player who often
requires the opposing offense
to double team him. This
allows other players to generate
pressure and use more creative
blitz packages.

Rose: Rose leads the team
with 6.5 sacks on the season,
including three against Wake
last week. He is also good against
the run and good at dissecting
the read-option and containing
dual threat quarterbacks, which
could come in handy against
Deshaun Watson.
Roseboro: While he doesn't
start, he has become a big part
of the defensive line rotation
as the season progressed. He
had two sacks and two pass
deflections against Wake Forest,
giving him four sacks on the

season. He is very athletic, as he
played both running back and
defensive end in high school.

tccdver .vitb. Mlb Wllllams out
due to a neck injury?

TS: Score prediction?
DL: Clemson 31, NC State 24.

is who hasn't stepped up. The
Tigers are not self-labeled as
"Wide Receiver University"
for nothing, and while losing
Williams was a significant
demoralizer, Clemson is quite
deep at that position. Watson
has targeted numerous receivers
this season, including Actavis
Scott and Germone Hopper;
even highly touted freshmen
like Deon Cain and Ray-Ray
DL: Who are the key playcn
McCloud and walk-on receiver
going into the matchup?
Hunter Renfrow have turned
into major playmakers early in
TS: Defensively, I would keep
their Clemson careers. Outside
an eye out for cornerback
of receivers, tight end Jordan
Cordrea Tankersley, who has
Leggett has been a consistent · snagged a team-high three
target for Watson, hauling in
interceptions, and defensive
at least one touchdown catch
end Shaq Lawson, who leads
in five games straight. That
the team with 5.5 sacks
stat is good for an all-time
(including one that knocked
Clemson record among tight
Miami QB Brad Kaaya out of
ends, and he has been a force
the game this past weekend).
for the Tigers this season..
Also, cornerback Mackensie
Alexander and safety Jayron
DL: What arc some of Kearse have been frustrating
the biggest sttcngtha and quarterbacks and receivers
wealmesaes of the team as alike all season. Offensively,
a whole?
outside of Watson and WRU,
running back Wayne Gallman
TS: I think that the Tigers has absolutely dominated the
are strong on both sides of Tigers' run game this season,
the ball, but some of their
averaging over 100 rushing
vulnerabilities were showcased
yards per game.
during the first half against
Boston College. Clemson was
DL: What la your score
only up 17-10 at halftime
prediction?
of that matchup. While they
got their act together and
TS: 35-14 Clemson. I travelled
dominated the second half, · to Carter-Finley for this
I would say that two of the
matchup in 2013, and it's no
team's biggest overarching
secret that the then No. 3 Tigers
weaknesses are turnovers and
struggled in Raleigh. However,
special teams. While Watson
we have a completely different
has been unbelievably good
team this time around, and
for us, the one chink in his
while I see it being a close game
armor is interceptions. He has
early, expect Clemson to pull
thrown seven interceptions
away with the solid win .

While
Clemson
sometimes struggles in Carter
Finley, it is clearly on a roll after
beating Miami 58-0 last week.
Additionally, Clemson beat NC
State 41-0 last year.
While I don't see that
happening again, I don't think
NC State has improved enough
over the last year to turn it
around completely.

DL: Desbaun

Is
Watson
considered a HeiBman caodiderc
by 10me. How has hi, play lifrcd
the ream to No. 3 in the nation?

TS:

Watson is a true dual
threat quarterback. Through
Clemson's first seven games, No.
4 has thrown for over 1500 yards
and rushed for over 300, and he
just has a real football instinct.
However, what is truly
special about Watson is his
ability to lead the Tigers into
being a dual-threat offense as a
whole; with him at the helm, the
team managed to surpass 400
yards passing against Boston
College and then 400 yards
rushing against Miami.
That is the first time in Clemson
history a Tiger squad has
accomplished both feats in the
same season.

Watson is also making
history by himself through
his 11-1 record as a starting
quarterback. He is Clemson's
first starting quarterback to win
11 of his first 12 games, and
barring injury, I only see that
record i111proving.

DL: Who 1w stepped up at wide

.
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TS: I think the better question

through seven games this
season, a far cry from the two
interceptions he had in five·
starts during the 2014 season.
Special teams have also been
a bit of an issue, as the Tigers
have fumbled multiple punt
and kickoff rerurns. With
regards to yardage gained
on punt returns, Clemson
has managed 38 yards on I 7
returns, while their opponents
have gotten 40 yards on only
10 returns.
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STARS CRITICIZE SEXIST STANDARDS
Justin Lee Campbell
Columnist
Even
though
lead
actresses give award-winning
performances and bring in
the bucks at the box office,
Hollywood
treats
them
differently than their male
counterparts. Oscar winner
Jennifer Lawrence is well aware
of this differential treatment.
In her recent essay "Why
Do I Make Less Than My
Male Coumerparts?"Lawrence
addresses Hollywood's wage
gap. "I found out how much
less I was being paid than the
lucky people with dicks," writes
Lawrence in reference to the
dissemination of thousands
of emails and documents
in the 2014 Sony hacking
scandal. The scandal revealed
the payment disparities in
Hollywood. While Bradley
Cooper and his male co-stars
in ''American Hustle" received
9 percent of the movie's profits,
Lawrence and her female co
stars received only 7 percent.
The website boxofficemojo.
com reports that "The Hunger

Games" series has grossed
nearly $700 million worldwide.
If $700 million can't buy
equality for Lawrence, what the
hell can?
According to an article
on nydailynews.com, multiple
actresses have voiced concern
about
Hollywood's
wage
gap. Amanda Seyfried ("Les
Miserables") said that she
was once paid 10 percent of
her male co-star's ·salary, even
though they "were pretty
even in status." For the sequel
to "Snow White and the
Huntsman," Charlize Theron
had to negotiate a whopping
wage gap of $10 million
between her and a male co-star.
Bradley Cooper also
criticized Hollywood's sexist
salaries. Cooper said in a
Reuters interview that he was
"shocked" when he learned
how much less his co-star Amy
Adams made for the movie. In
support of Lawrence's essay,
Cooper said that he hoped it
would "allow people like Amy
to also speak up." He went
further than simply voicing
his opinion, however. Pledging

solidarity with future female co
stars, Cooper vowed to discuss
salaries with them in advance
of production.
A few weeks after Cooper's
criticism, "James Bond" star
Daniel Craig also confronted
Hollywood's treatment of
women. In an interview with
The Red Bulletin about the new
Bond film "Spectre," Sturm,
the interviewer, points out
that "many men admire Bond
for his way with the ladies ..."
Craig then reminds him that
Bond is "actually a misogynist."
The 007 spy is unabashedly
obvious in his objectification
of women. He meets them,
charms them, screws them
and leaves them. Indirectly he
sometimes contributes to their
death. It's a sort of seek-and
destroy dynamic with a little
feigned romance thrown in for
good measure.
Sturm also comments
on Bond's "succumbing to the
charms of an older women,"
referring to the 51-year-old
actress Monica Bellucci ("The
Matrix
Reloaded").
This
lovely gem of an observation is

indicative of Hollywood's age
double standard. While men
are allowed to age well and
court younger love interests
in films, women age poorly
and lose their attractiveness.
Craig's response is blunt: "I
think you mean the charms of
a woman his own age. We're
talking about Monica Bellucci,
for heaven's sake." Bellucci said
in an interview on dailymail.
co.uk, "True sexiness is in the
mind, the imagination, not in
the age of the body."
Agreed.
Critical
thinking
and
creativity
are more enduring than
physical amactiveness.
All of this is great.
Lawrence, Cooper and Craig
have called Hollywood out
on its sexism, and rightly so.
However, we would be remiss
to forget that women in
American society as a whole
are paid less and treated as less
than their male co-workers. A
woman makes on average 78
percent of what a man makes,
according t? whitehouse.gov.
The real fight is not at the box
office - it's in the workplace.

The Little Big Planet games, which follow Sackboy through his
universe, are some of my absolute favorite games. Although the series is
not completely story-based, the actual gameplay makes up for everything
missing. I have yet to meet one person who does not enjoy this wonderful
ame. Players can design their own Sackboys and play through maps of
eir choosing after winning the first part of the game. They can even create
personal maps for other players to use. Depending on the edition of the
game, there is the option to play with up to three other people. You can even
go online to play with other Sackboys across the world! This game is solely
for PlayStation and is appropriate for people ofall ages. Give this game a try;
you won't regret it.

Valerie Smith
Senior StaffWriter
Many gamers declare
gaming to be one of the best
ways to spend free time. If you
aren't normally interested in
games, fine; there's absolutely
nothing wrong with that, as
we college students rarely have
spare time to do anything but
eat and sleep. I still recommend
that you check out this list
of some of the top . video
games ever.

After its first release in 2013, the fifth installment of Grand Theft Auto has been
highly adored. Set in San Andreas, California, the single-player game follows three criminals
who are under pressure from a government agency. Maybe because most of the gameplay
involves driving or shooting, favorites of most GTA fans, GTA V made an astonishing
$800 million in the U.S. its first day on the market and $1 billion within the first three
days. Personally, I am obsessed with this game. Even straying Ii-om the actual plot, I still
find fun side tasks to complete. GTA V can also be played online and is now available for
Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, Xbox 1 and PlayStation 4.

THE LEGEND OF ZE
In November of 1998, the first 3D Legend of Zelda game was released:
Ocarina ofTnne. The fifth game in the series, Ocarina ofTime centers on Link's
quest to stop Ganondorf. the king of the Gerudo tribe, from stealing the Triforce,
a holy artifact that grants the wishes of its holders. Link's mission involves
traveling through different temples to wake the dders who have the ability to
imprison Ganondorf forever. Link travds through time with the use ofa magical
musical instrument, the ocarina. The adventure game has sold 7.6 million copies
worldwide. The gold cartridge for the N64 is expensive, but you can still find used
copies for $40 to $200.
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TROVE SIVAN'S "WILD" RISE TO FAME
Matthew Spadaro
Contributor

T

hree million, six
hundred and fifty
six thousand, six
hundred and sixtytwo. That is the
exact number of
subscribers mus1C1an and
YouTuber Troye Sivan has
on his channel at the time
of this writing. Nearly 3.7
million people elect to have
Sivan's videos, out of the
billions of videos available,
at the forefront of their
YouTube experience. All of
this, and Sivan started out
merely speaking his mind
in confessional-style videos
popularized by so many
before him. However, there
are a few major reasons why
Sivan stands out among the
masses. Many people don't
realize that he is the young
Australian man- behind the
wildly popular EP "WILD"
on their Apple Music and
Spotify dashboards.
Sivan, a 20-year-old
from Johannesburg, South
Africa, is a tour de force
of entertainment. Many
have probably heard of him
without realizing it, because

he has existed in three
totally different spheres of
the entertainment world.
His first notable public
appearance was starring as
the title character in the
"Spud" film series, based
on the hugely popular
novels by John Van De Ruit.
Some may also remember
Sivan for playing the
young Logan "Wolverine"
Howlett
in
"X-Men
Origins: Wolverine."
Sivan
then
moved
into the YouTube universe,
gaining acclaim for his
"Coming Out" video in
August 2013. Since then,
he has uploaded over 140
original videos, each ofwhich
typically receives millions
of views. He also maintains
close friendships with fellow
YouTubers Connor Franta
and Tyler Oakley, who have
enjoyed similar transcendent
success
beyond
their
video channels.
Sivan's most notable
music breakthrough was one
year later, in August 2014:
his extended play, "TRXYE,"
demonstrated his Tumblr
inspired style and haunting
voice. It reached, through
the help of his social media
fan base, as high as No. 5

on the Billboard 200. Fast
forward to the present, when
his most recent extended
play, "WILD," exploded
onto the scene. It performed
in the U.S., and became
the first extended play to
ever reach No. 1 on the
Australian charts, according
to ARIA. However, all
commercial success aside,
this time was different; Sivan
not only enjoyed huge chart
performance for "WILD,"
but widespread mainstream
critical
acclaim.
Apple
Music curators referred to
it as "spare and gorgeous
electro-pop that'll drive
you wild," and it remained
one of the headlines on the
company's popular music
streaming app for quite
some time. Sivan received
major publicity when fellow
singer-songwriter
Taylor
Swift tweeted support for
the musician to her nearly
53 million Twitter followers .
For all the accolades,
that last bit is the most
impactful for Sivan and is
the most extraordinary. For
a cultural force as large as
Taylor Swift to offer direct,
public praise considering
Sivan's
beginnings
is
incredible. There's a simple

reason for this: Sivan's
success, brand and creations
are entirely an extension of
himself. And that is nearly
impossible to come by in the
present day.
He is involved in
writing all of his music,
easily checked by researching
the composer credits on
his albums. He is credited
as a writer on every single
song, his music videos have
precisely the same vibe and
aesthetic as his YouTube
videos because he is actually
involved in their creative
direction, and his sense of
style is completely unique
and
totally
impeccable.
There's also one more
important fact about him
that shows why you need
to care, and it's arguably
the most pivotal: his sultry,
haunting voice is exactly the
same live as it is pre-recorded.
One needs only to watch a
live performance on YouTube
to hear that his talent is
real. He is authentic, he is
sincere and he deserves your
attention. His full album,
"Blue Neighborhood," is
due December 4. Don't
wait until then to immerse
yourself in Troye Sivan's
incredible world.

I lose sleep ;at night when Lthink about people who only go to Todaro's for their Dollar Slice Night on Wednesdays. The Internet is
peppered with mentiop.~ of the restaurant making top ten lists for the best pizza around different universities, and it is for good reason.
~odaro's runs a buffet 'every day, barring Saturday, with amazing pizzas rotating in and out. I wanted to taste the assortment of pizza
,.
,available .during their lunch_buffet when I was last downtown to see how they compared. Here are the results:
,.

i

Cheese/
Pepperoni
The ' classic. The bread
and.' !butter .: .. · if by butter
·yod• mean che~se,, sauce and
o<;&~ionally pepperoni. A
g_QOd pizza . place · is like a
. good spotts team: you can see
their . expertise within their
fundamentals. To<iaro's does
it well, and i:t's th,; re~ofl they
have a line out the door most
Wednesday nights.

,,,

White Pizza
with Spinach

Todaro's
Special

White pizza, for the
The Todaro's Special
uninitiated, is exactly like
combines all the meats from
regular pizza except there is
the Carnivore and all the
no sauce. It is the close cousin
vegetables of the Herbivore
of the cheesy breadstick, but
another great pizza- to make
it still goes by the sacred title
a pizza with something new in
of pizza.
every bite.
In this particular white
Two of the biggest
pizza, the spinach gave flavor
problems I have with supreme
and almost compensated for
pizzas is olives and the lack
the lack of tomato, and they
of actual supremacy. If the
successfully made me not · Carnivore is a choir, this pizza
regret white pizza for the first
is a choir combined with a
time. Doesn't mean I am going
rock band. It is impressive
to go and order it next time
and everything works, but
I am having a party, but it is
occasionally it can feel like
definitely worth a taste.
there are too many great
things happening when all you
want is to stop and admire the
Italian sausage. Nevertheless,
it stands head and shoulders
above most of its competitors.

.
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Hawaiian

Carnivore

No one thought the
automobile would catch on
when it was first introduced.
I can't help but wonder if the
woman or man who decided
to first put pineapple on pizza
was challenged, too. Either
way, life is better with it.
Unlike other Hawaiian pizzas,
Todaro's provides a barrage of
bacon that slaps you around
right before the pineapple
comes in to sooth the spirit.
The secret might be in the
proportions of the toppings:
you always have enough for
the next bite.

There are four different
meats in the Carnivore pizza;
when a meat-topped pizza
is done well, it can sing. The
Carnivore is a choir singing
Bach and Gounod's "Ave
Maria." The meats take their
turn giving the mouth salty,
sweet and savory flavors,
and for a moment you
wonder where you are if not
meat heaven.
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HOROSCOPES: HALLOWEEN
EDITION

Pasatie111.pos

Who says youre too old for trick-or
treating? Everyone - don't do it.

CROSSWORD
Across

2

1- Fruidilled pie
5- Scottish loch, home to a
monster!
9- Put down, in slang
12- Baltic feeder
13- ... who lived in_

6

3

7

8

9

10

14- Composition
15- Related to the back of
the eye
20- California wine region
22instant
24- Musical study piece
26- Glasses, briefly
27- Lama leadin;
28- Stagnant
30- Staggering
32- Cutting instrument
33- Come afterward
34- Giving the onceover

11

12
16
19

15- Take five
16- Nada
17- Halts
18- Son oflsaac and Rebekah
19- Large lizard
21- Location
23- Story
25- Hindu princess
26- '60s campus gp.
29- Middle Eastern bread
31- Federal soldier in the Civil
War
35- Bit of butter
36- Sky blue
38- Nursemaid
39- Jack of"Rio Lobo"
41- Utopias
43- Actress Virna
44- Biblical spy
46- So spooky as to be
frightening
48- Amusement
49-Mountainrange

u

~

7

li=-----1-

3- Bausch & Lomb brand
4- Pay for

45475054565758596062-

5- Pronounce through the
nostrils
6- Cornerstone abbr.
7- Retail store
8- Deep sleep
9- He loved Lucy
10- Golfer Aoki
11-Astound

58- Hokkaido native
60- Dissolve, as cells
61-Except
62- Jackie's second
63- Bigger than med.
65- Type of mouse
59- C',0nstantly
60- Leary's drug

~

ll...--+----1---1--

51- Trent of the Senate
52- Hosp. readout
53Camera
55- Hawaiian outdoor
feast
57- Piece ofluggage
61-Suppose
65- Look~ I'm
Sandra Dee

Down

66- Shooting sport
68-Coupd'_
69- Quartz grains
70- Twilled fabric
71- River to the Ubangi
72- HBO alternative
73-Tunber
74- Pitchforkshaped
lerters

1- Singer Braxton
2- Work like

~ARIES
~ March 21 - April 20
~8TAURUS
• ,.~

~(f~
,~~~- GEMINI
May 21 - June 21

Brica_
Greek vowels
Collect
Crooked
Deplete
Mouth off
Four Corners state
_ expert, but...
First name in architecture
Western Indian

Your Oil Change Specialist
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

639-6056

1273 18 Mile Road • Central
(Corner of Walmart Dr./ 18 Mile Rd.)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-.~11

r.. ""' ...._

•I -----------------------------------•I

3 5
3

3
1

7

14 point Star
Service Oil Change
Up to 5qts. of Havoline motor oil. :-,ot valid with other offers.

9

4

LIBRA

·7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

SAGITTARIUS

2
-.~~ CAPRICORN

~ Dec. 22-Jan. 19

1

6
9

notice you? Give them some eye

candy in your hottest costume.
Don't be that person who eggs or
teepees someone else's property: That's
not a crick, youre just being a d*ck.
Costume parties on Halloween mean
that everyone should wear a costume.
Dudes, no one will judge you if
you want to be the Mad Hatter or a
fireman.

Candy corn is gross, stop
spreading the false propaganda
that it tastes great.

Don't forget to check under your bed
before you go to sleep. You did watch a
horror movie, you know.

If you don't have a cavity by the
end of the weekend, you're doing
Halloween wrong.

Ifyou ever have a bad Halloween,
remember that Charlie Brown
always gets rocks instead ofcandy.
1his is your last chance to go on
pumpkin overload before it changes
from Halloween chic back to basic
bitch.

Youll probably be that person who
goes into winter holiday mode on
Nov. I at 12:01 a.m. It's OK

Horoscopes by: Saavon Smalls/
Timeout Editor

7

5

6

3
I

July 23,... Aug. 23

q1 VIRGO
Jl~ Aug. 24 - Sept. 22
~

7

9

8

:$
I
I
I
I
I
I

2

1

LEO

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

4

7

That special someone doesn't

okay. You're better off, trust the stars.

5

8

last movie.

Ifyou didn't get invited to a
Halloween party this year, that's

SUDQKU Skill Level: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊
7

April 21 - May 20

'J.1-::.J,

37- Sign up
40- Deserved
42- Located

g

•(')-;.PISCES
... '~
~ Feb. 20 - March 20

Binge watch the "Halloweentown"
series, even if Disney broke your heart
when they switched Mamies in the

8

7

1

6

R E W
T

CLEMSON
l

O N

